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Abstract
Negative events are prevalent all over the globe round the clock. People demonstrate psychological affinity to negative events,
and they incline to stay away from troubled locations. This paper proposes an automated geospatial imagery application
that would allow a user to remotely extract knowledge of troubled locations. The autonomous application uses thousands
of connected news sensors to obtain real-time news pertaining to all global troubles. From the captured news, the proposed
application uses artificial intelligence-based services and algorithms like sentiment analysis, entity detection, geolocation
decoder, news fidelity analysis, and decomposition tree analysis to reconstruct global threat maps representing troubled
locations interactively. The fully deployed system was evaluated for full three months of summer 2021, during which the
autonomous system processed above 22 k news from 2397 connected news sources involving BBC, CNN, NY Times,
Government websites of 192 countries, and all possible major social media sites. The study revealed 11,668 troubled locations
classified successfully with outstanding precision, recall, and F1-score, all evaluated in ubiquitous environment covering
mobile, tablet, desktop, and cloud platforms. The system generated interesting global threat maps for robust scenario set
of 3.71 × 1029, to be reported as original fully autonomous remote sensing application of this kind. The research discloses
attractive news and global threat-maps with trusted overall classification accuracy.

Keywords Global threat map · Automated knowledge discovery · News sensor · Warning system · Intelligent decision
support system

1 Introduction

Previous research has successfully used geospatial mapping
to better understand the emotions of theme park visitors [1],
sentiment on wireless services [2], occurrence of natural dis-
asters (likeflood) [3], and even sentiment on political agendas
analyzing Twitter messages [4]. However, these studies in
[1, 2, 4] used geotagged location information found within a
small fraction of the tweetmessages.According to [3], tweets
with geotagged location could be found onlywithin 1%of the
vast tweet messages. This means studies in [1, 2, 4] failed to
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utilize 99% of tweet messages without location information
(i.e., non-geotagged tweets). Other weakness of processing
geotagged tweets is that with the mobility of people, tweets
can hold on to the previous address of the user. Additionally,
in case the location services are disabled by the user, research
from tweet messages could result in flaw in analysis.

Because of the drawback of using geotagged tweet
(i.e., tweets with location information), researchers in [3]
extracted possible location information from the tweet text
by conducting a lookup search against a locally maintained
location table. Even though using lookup against the tweet
text with location table means utilizing the almost 100% of
the tweet messages (as opposed to only 1% of geotagged
tweets), it is only suitable for a selected region of interest. If
the method demonstrated in [3] is to be implemented glob-
ally across all the regions, then the requirement of managing
a vast location table with all possible locations in the world
becomes unsustainable for a small- or medium-sized organi-
zation. Hence, a recent research in the extraction of location
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information from social media has been using Named Entity
Recognition (NER) [5, 6], a more sustainable approach.

With the advent of internet, high-performance cloud
infrastructure, and ubiquitous sensor networks, negative
news travel faster than ever. As a negative incident occurs at a
location, people take pictures and propagate the news within
social media, and then, major news agencies could relay
that news highlighting the location of incident. Since people
are more attentive and attracted to negative news and events
[7], news agencies diligently report almost all negative news
events around the globe [8, 9]. Therefore, mainstream social
media platforms (including Facebook, Snapchat, Telegram,
Twitter, and Instagram), online news agencies, and trusted
websites belonging to government and non-government enti-
ties can potentially become sensors for sensing troubled
global locations.

This paper proposes an architecture of a system that
uses application programming interfaces (API) for all the
mainstream social media services like Facebook, Snapchat,
Twitter, and Instagram, and web scraping technologies for
online news agencies that senses all the major sources for
major events. As seen from Fig. 1, after sensing the news,
threat map is generated from the news using artificial intelli-
gence (AI)-based services that include sentiment detection,
NER, decomposition analysis, and an algorithm that calcu-
lates the trustworthiness of the news. Once the threat maps
of the troubled locations are reconstructed with news data
fusion, an intelligence officer or a strategic decision maker
can interactively perform multi-dimensional analysis of the
threat maps from his or her mobile devices.

The proposed architecture was implemented in fully
managed cloud environment using the most recent ver-
sion of AI workspace. The system was deployed in cloud,
desktop, tablet, and mobile environment (both iOS and
Android) and thoroughly evaluated for the threat-map gener-
ation functionalities. From June 2, 2021, to September 1,
2021, the deployed remote sensing application automati-
cally sensed global events from 2397 media sources (e.g.,
government websites of 192 countries, major news agen-
cies like BBC, CNN, NY Times, etc., and all major social
media sites like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc.). Dur-
ing this timeframe, 22,425 news were monitored. Out of
all these news reports, 15,902 news were highlighted auto-
matically as high-fidelity news with different combinations
of news sentiments. Furthermore, 11,668 locations were
correctly identified with a location classification accuracy
of 0.992. The classification accuracy of the entire system
harnessed by applying sentiment detection, news fidelity
detection, and geolocation decoding was found to be of
0.992 precision, 0.993 recall, 0.993 F1-score, and 0.985
accuracy. According to the literature, this paper reports the
first study to construct worldwide threat maps of troubled
locations covering 3.71X1029 scenarios obtained from the

widest range of media sources with a very high level of clas-
sification accuracy. A fully managed real-time application
of the proposed solution would allow government decision
makers and intelligence officers to obtain location-based
global intelligence in an interactive manner. In summary,
the proposed solution has made the following contribu-
tions:

1) By using NER, the proposed approach automatically
extracted location information from the global news
sources and produced global threat maps of troubled
locations. Most of the existing research demonstrated in
[1–4, 8, 10–18] did not demonstrate automated location
extraction mechanisms with AI-based entity recogni-
tions.

2) Unlike the existing research works that analyzed news
reports only in English language (as demonstrated in
[1–4, 8, 10–20]), the presented approach can detect and
understand news reports in many supported languages
(e.g., Hindi, Bengali, German, Arabic, etc.).

3) Existing researchers in [1–4, 8, 10–20] only used one or
two news sources. By harnessing news sensor technol-
ogy described within this paper, the proposed approach
aggregated news from 2397 different news sources.

4) Lastly, this is the first study reported in the literature to
perform root cause analysis on global news reports using
decomposition tree analysis.

2 Background Literature

Researchers in [1] provided a unique perspective in com-
bining dictionary-based sentiment analysis with location
information in visualizing theme park visitors’ emotions in
map. This research used CircumplexModel with two orthog-
onal axes of valence and arousal to identify 28 emotional
expressions and differentiate emotional types by two axes or
four quadrants (shown in Fig. 1, Table 1 in [1]). Sentiment
analysis of tweet texts originating from Disneyland theme
park was performed by dictionary search or lookup against
28 of these emotion types (considering all the variance of
these words of emotions). At the end, four quadrants of emo-
tions (pleasure level vs. arousal level) were obtained with
tweet locations to understand the emotions of theme park
visitors around different parts of the theme park. However,
in [1], NER was not performed within this research. Instead,
the researchers only used geotagged information from Twit-
ter (meaning that only a fraction of the vast tweet messages
was utilized).

In [2], multiple keywords related to wireless signal were
used to filter out relevant geotagged tweets for performing
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Fig. 1 Remote sensing trouble with 2397 deployed news sensors and threat-map generation process

Table 1 Existing study in sentiment analysis with media sources and
algorithm used

References Event source used Year Usage of named
entity detection

[3] Twitter 2014 No, Location
extraction with
Lookup

[1] Twitter 2020 No, Twitter
Geotagged
Info used

[2] Twitter 2019 No, Twitter
Geotagged
Info Used

[17] BBC News Database 2017 No

[18] COAE2014 (BBC
Dataset)

2017 No

[13] Reviews of
Electronic product
from Twitter

2018 No

[15] Amazon Customer
Review Data

2018 No

[16] Hotel Reviews from
OpinRank

2018 No

[10] Facebook 2018 No

[11] Instagram 2018 No

[20] Social Media
(unspecified)

2013 Yes

[19] French patient forum 2018 Yes

[14] Twitter 2017 No

[12] Twitter 2019 No

[4] Twitter 2021 No

[8] Summary of World
Broadcast, New
York Times

2011 No

sentiment analysis using a range of machine learning algo-
rithms.

The study in [3] is one of the early works presenting the
applicability of a real-time crisis mapping of natural disas-
ters using Twitter data. Unlike the previous works, this work
uses geo-parsing to extract location information from the
tweet text rather than using the geotag information from the
tweet text. Extracting location information from the tweet
text allows accessibility and utilization of 100% of the tweet
messages rather than only 1% of geotagged tweets [3]. How-
ever, the presented system in [3] had to maintain a large set
of location for the region of interest, as the solution do not
perform location extraction with NER and rather perform
lookup operation against locally maintained location table
to extract location information from Twitter data. While this
is suitable for a limited number of region of interest, this
solution is resource-intensive and unsustainable to continu-
ously update and maintain all location changes around the
globe. Hence, this solution in [3] is not practical for global
monitoring on all situations including all types of disasters.

The existing body of knowledge in worldwide news senti-
ment demonstrates that general sentiments in news published
by the news agencies are becoming more and more negative
[8, 9]. This is mainly because public are attracted toward
negative events and the media agencies are supplying the
demand of more negative news toward their consumers [7].
The analysis of worldwide media with sentiment detection
and opinion mining is tremendously important because it
can divulge the changes in tone of negativity toward another
foreign entity, group, or locations [8]. More importantly, by
scrutinizing the steady alteration in news sentiments, it is also
feasible to envisage probable events in the future [8].
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Given the importance of deeply analyzing the senti-
ments of worldwide events, most of the existing studies
only obtained their media message from one or two media
sources as seen from Table 1. The existing literature mainly
depended on single source of information like Facebook [10],
Instagram [11], Twitter [4, 12–14], Amazon review [15],
and online blogs [16, 19] for conducting sentiment analy-
sis research. Very few sources also used websites of news
agencies like New York Times, BBC, Summary of World
Broadcast, etc. [8, 17, 18]. Other than very few studies like
[19, 20], majority of the existing studies did not utilize entity
detectionmethods or NER for performingmulti-dimensional
analysis. In this section, we will briefly summarize the exist-
ing research on sentiment analysis, NER, and decomposition
tree analysis.

Sentiment analysis technique uses natural language pro-
cessing to find out if the particular text is positive, negative,
or neutral. Sentiment analysis has been traditionally used
for movie reviews or obtaining customer feedbacks. A
research on sentiment analysis commenced in 2002 with
two publications: [21, 22]. [21] described supervised learn-
ing corpus-based machine classifier, and on the other hand,
[22] described unsupervised classifier based on linguistic
analysis. There have been a series of publications on sen-
timent analysis, opinion mining, and emotion analysis [4,
12, 19–27].

NER or entity detection uses natural language processing
technologies for extracting information from unstructured
texts into predefined entity categories. These entity cate-
gories could be location names, landmarks, person names,
organizations, date/time expressions, codes, numeric quan-
tities, currency values, percentages, etc. Previous studies
in entity detection have been presented in [20, 28]. The
research in [28] extracted limited set of entities like “Phar-
macologic Substance,” “Disease or Syndrome,” and “Sign
or Symptom.” Research in [20] extracted Opioids, Drug
Abuse—Cannabinoids, Sedatives, Buprenorphine as well as
Stimulants. Moreover, [19] extracted methylphenidate from
five French patient web-forums.

Decomposition tree visualization is a graphical tool based
on Microsoft Power BI. This visualization assists in guided
root cause analysis as well as ad hoc exploration for data.
Decomposition analysis supports drilling down into one or
more factors by either high values or low values as shown in
our recent study on global landslides [29, 30].

As seen from Table 1, Twitter was used in [1–4, 12–14],
Facebook was used in [10], and Instagram was used in [11].
Other studies used online news, online forums, review data,
etc., as in the case of [8, 15–20]. In terms of machine learn-
ing algorithms, support vector machine (SVM) was used in
[2, 4, 10, 14, 15], naïve Bayes (NB) was used in [2, 15, 16],
and K-nearest neighbor with decision tree was used in [10].
However, none of these previous studies in [1–4, 10–20] used

decomposition tree analysis method. Moreover, other than
[19] and [20], none of these studies used AI-based entity
recognition. In this study, we use entity detection and decom-
position tree analysis to generate threat maps for the very first
time.

Previously, we utilized AI algorithms for knowledge dis-
covery on landslides [29, 30], global event analysis [6],
person identification [31], and cardiac abnormality detection
[32–34]. These studiesmandated feature attributes to be exis-
tent on which the AI algorithms could execute. Therefore,
for this study, feature attributes are from the news descrip-
tion with the help of NER. NER extracts feature attributes
fromnews description as shown previously in [5, 6]. It should
be highlighted that our previous research in [6] focused on
obtaining breaking news (i.e., filtering only the most urgent
news needing attention) using anomaly detection. However,
in this research, all news events are analyzed (i.e., without
any filters) for generating global threat map of troubled loca-
tions.

3 Material andMethods

As seen from Table 1, all the existing systems in news
monitoring used only 1 or 2 news sources. For example,
Twitter as a single source for monitoring new was adopted
by researchers in [1–4, 12–14]. BBC News database was
used by [17]. Researchers in [8] used two different news
sources, namely summary ofWorld Broadcast andNewYork
Times. It is almost impossible to ascertain global situational
awareness by only monitoring 1 or 2 news sources. More-
over, the existing research works demonstrated in [1–4, 8,
10–20] were only analyzing news reported in English lan-
guage. Hence, billions of news generated in other prominent
languages (e.g., Chinese, Hindi, Bengali, Arabic, etc.) were
never analyzed for performing global threat analysis. Lastly,
almost none of the existing literature other than [19, 20]
used NER to extract location information from the ana-
lyzed news reports. Without automated recognition of the
location information, it is not possible to generate threat
maps.

The presented system overcomes these three major chal-
lenges (i.e., monitoring limited number of news sources,
analyzing news only limited set of languages, and not
extracting location information) with a number of AI-based
techniques (e.g., news sensormodule allowing the concurrent
monitoring of thousands of news sources, language detec-
tion, and translation allowing the comprehension of news in
multiple languages, and NER-based geolocation decoder for
automatic extraction of location information).

The integrated system has six modules, namely news
sensor, splitter, sentiment detection, news fidelity analysis,
geolocation decoder, and decomposition analysis. Figure 2
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shows the complete system architecture. As seen from Fig. 2,
the input of the proposed system is thousands of news sources
including government and non-government websites, online
news agencies, and almost all the social media sites of 192
countries.

3.1 News Sensor

The news sensor senses and collects news from several thou-
sand news sources using application programming interfaces
and web scrapping technologies. Figure 3a shows the usage
of Twitter API in Python language for automatically listening
any hashtags containing breaking news. Whenever a tweet
user posts a message containing “Breaking News,” the news
is sensed by the Twitter API shown in Fig. 2 and passed on
to the rest of the sub-system for further analysis. As men-
tioned earlier, our system supports a wide range of social
media through the usage of their proprietary APIs that could
be invoked by python (as shown in Fig. 3a). Social media
messages could also be captured by listening and captured
by MS Power Automate as shown in Fig. 3b [35].

In Fig. 3b, breaking news are being listened from CNN,
by pointing source to “@cnnbrk.” As seen from Fig. 3b,
whenever a breaking news is posted by CNN, the message
is immediately sent to our Microsoft SQL Server database
for further analyses like sentiment detection, news fidelity
assessment, geolocation decoding, and decomposition anal-
ysis.

Apart from using APIs, news can also be captured using
web scraping technologies by deploying powerful “MCode”
within Microsoft Power Query. Figure 4 shows that our
deployed “M Code” is sensing all the news post (breaking
news or any other news). This code captures all the news
from BBC Website, and ScoreSentiment() function is being
called using Microsoft Text Analytics API [36]. The news is
only retained if the news is found to be negative in nature.

3.2 Splitter

After sensing all the global news from thousands of media
sources, the news messages are received by the splitter, an
array consisting of both news title, H, and news description,
D.

News � {{h1, d1}, {h2, d2}, {h3, d3}, . . . } (1)

The splitter module splits the header or title information
from the description; hence, two separate arrays are created
consisting of headers, H, and Description, D.

H � {h1, h2, h3, . . . } (2)

D � {d, d2, d3, . . . } (3)

Subsequently, these header and description entities are
processed separately by sentiment analysis module.

3.3 Sentiment Analysis

The sentiment analysis module obtains the sentiment on a
range of 0 to 1 for both news headers (or titles) and news
descriptions. For our solution, ScoreSentiment() functionwas
invoked. ScoreSentiment() uses Microsoft Text Analytics
API [36]. Equations (4) and (5) demonstrate that sentiments
for the news headers and new descriptions are obtained sep-
arately for all news from n � 0 to N .

shn � ScoreSentiment(hn) (4)

sdn � ScoreSentiment(dn) (5)

ScoreSentiment() takes unstructured text as parameter and
returns a decimal value between 0 and 1. Values closer to
0 indicate negative sentiment, and values near to 1 signify
positive sentiment. As shown earlier in Fig. 3a, we used
ScoreSentiment() function withinM Code. Sentiment analy-
sis could also be performed within a graphical user interface
likeMS Power Automate [35]. Figure 4 shows that sentiment
analysis is being performed by our MS Power Automate-
based solution. As seen from Fig. 5, if a tweet message is
in English, then Sentiment is obtained directly; otherwise,
the tweet text is translated and then sentiment is scored. As
seen from Fig. 5b, the implementation of language detec-
tion, translation, and sentiment analysis is performed with
Microsoft Cognitive Services’ Text Analysis API [36].

3.4 News Fidelity

The news fidelity determines the trustworthiness of the news.
In the modern era of fake news, random news from the inter-
net cannot be trusted as the news arrives. Hence, the news
fidelity module performs a polarity test on the sentiment
obtained on both news title and news description. Previous
studies successfully used sentiment polarity for the detec-
tion of fake news [37, 38]. Our implementation of sentiment
polarity is shown in Eq. (6). With the value of news header
sentiment being shn and the value of news description sen-
timent being sdn , trusted news report is within a threshold
value, δ.
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TrustedNews � True, i f |(shn − sdn )|< δ (6)

where 0 ≤ shn ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ sdn ≤ 1. During our experi-
mentation, δ was set to 0.5 signaling a discrepancy between
the content of the news and news header. The reason for this
discrepancy is often news agencies are exaggerating news
headers to be disproportionately negative for attracting read-
ership [7]. However, the description of these untrusted news
(i.e., δ > 0.5) might be completely different.

3.5 Geolocation Decoder

The Geolocation decoder uses EntityDetection() that detects
all the entities from a news description. The EntityDetec-
tion() function returns the entity type along with the detected
entity. If the entity type is “location,” then the entity is passed
to our geospatial database containing location context (i.e.,
province, district, country, and region) for the selected loca-
tion.

Finally, the aggregated sentiments are applied to the
detected location for generating heat maps for troubled loca-
tions. For all the news descriptions, dn , if the description
contains location ldnj , then the sentiment for that description
sdn is averaged for that location, as seen from Eq. (7).

sl j �
∑N

n�1 sdn
N

(7)

3.6 Decomposition Analysis

Finally, the decomposition analysis module was used to per-
formAI-based root cause analysis. High-value AI split mode
finds the most prominent filter attribute condition T n

i for
which the highest level of aggregated location sentiment (sl j )
occurs, as represented by Eq. (8).

(8)

∃T n
i ⊆ T |sli > sl j , ∀n, m ⊆ {1, 2, 3,

. . . , N } ∧ ∀i , j ⊆ {1, 2, 3, . . . }

The low-value AI split mode finds the most influential
filter attribute condition T n

i for which the lowest level of
aggregated location sentiment (sl j ) occurs, as represented by
Eq. (9).

(9)

∃T n
i ⊆ T |sli < sl j , ∀n, m ⊆ {1, 2, 3,

. . . , N } ∧ ∀i , j ⊆ {1, 2, 3, . . . }

The decompression analysis enables the users to interac-
tively perform data exploration and root-cause analysis for
the impact of highly negative news on a given location. Even
though decomposition tree analysis is an existing method
that uses AI-based techniques for finding out root causes,
any out-of-the-box AI algorithms or methods require signif-
icant level of parametrization and configuration tailored to
the particular research problem as demonstrated in our recent
research works [6, 29, 30, 39–41]. Similar to our works in [6,

29, 30, 39–41], this research conducted multi-level param-
eterizations of decomposition tree analysis for determining
global threats in real time which has never been reported in
the literature. Figure 5 shows the deployed system, where
all the modules described earlier were implemented with
Microsoft technologies involving MS Office 365 Cloud, MS
Power BI, MS Power Automate, MS SQL Server, and MS
Azure Cloud [35, 36, 42]. The geospatial heat map generated
by the negative sentiments of global news media is projected
onMicrosoft Bing Map. Our deployed interactive solution is
publicly available within fully managed Microsoft environ-
ment in [43] (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 2 System architecture for remotely sensing troubled geographic locations with global media sensors

Fig. 3 Proposed system capturing real-time social media post by the
news sensor a Twitter API invoked in Python for listening to any hash-
tags containing “Breaking News” and b all breaking news from CNN

being captured by continuous monitoring of @cnnbrk Twitter handle
with MS Power Automate

4 Result

News sensor module sensed 22,425 news reports from 2397
distinct sources between June 2, 2021, and September 1,
2021. During this short period time, global news of 192
countries were collected from government websites, news
channels, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, etc. These
22,425 news reports were also analyzed through sentiment
analysis, news fidelity analysis, geolocation decoding pro-
cess, and decomposition analysis. Sentiment analysis process
revealed few cases of news where the titles were negative,

and the descriptions of the news were positive. As shown in
Fig. 7, all titles had either positive, negative, or neutral senti-
ments. On the other hand, the descriptions could either have
positive, negative, neutral, or mixed sentiments. Hence, as
shown in Fig. 7, there could be C(3,2)XC(4, 2) or 18 possi-
ble combinations of 2 × 2 confusion matrixes.

Therefore, Table 2 represents 18 cases of 2X2 confusion
matrixes from (a) to (r). As seen from Table 2, there were 48
cases of newswhere the title was negative and the description
was positive (i.e., (a), (c), (d), (f) from Table 2). Moreover,
there were additional 48 cases where the titles of the news
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Fig. 4 Proposed system capturing real-time BBC news post by the news
sensor a news title, and news description being captured in real time by
“M Code” within MS Power Query by using web scraping technology

and b a negative news that was captured using the M Code is displayed
with news header, description, sentiment, and extracted key phrases

Fig. 5 The process of language detection, translation, and sentiment analysis. a Logical flow diagram of sentiment analysis within the proposed
solution and b implementation of sentiment analysis in Microsoft Power Automate

were negative and the descriptions of the news were found
to be of mixed sentiments (as seen from Table 2, (j), (l),
(m), (o), (p), (r)). Both these cases are highlighted in Table
2 since these news reports were flagged as of low fidelity.
Globally news agencies deliberately make negative headline
to attract viewership as people are attracted to negative news
[7–9]. However, if the headlines of the news are found to be
negative and the corresponding descriptions are found to be
opposite, then quite often these news reports suffer loses on
credibility.

Table 3 further delves into the details of news fidelity issue
with 5 different cases. Case 1 of Table 3 represents all the
news flagged a low fidelity. Within case 1, there were 96
news reports from 64 media sources. Case 1 is essentially
the combination of case 2 and case 3. Case 2 represents the

news reports where the titles were negative and the descrip-
tions were positive. Within case 2, there were 48 cases of
news from 34 media sources. Case 2 had the lowest level
of fidelity. In case 3, all the news titles had negative sen-
timent and their description has mixed sentiments. Case 4
represents medium fidelity news with titles being negative
and corresponding descriptions having neutral sentiments.
Finally, case 5 exemplifies news reports with negative titles
and negative descriptions. There were about 12,852 news
reports from 1908 media sources under case 5.

Table 3 depicts threat maps for each of the cases from 1
to 5. Threat maps were generated by the deployed geoloca-
tion decoding module that extracted 11,668 location entities
along with their corresponding contextual information and
projecting the aggregated sentiments associated with these
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Fig. 6 System interface of the remote threat-maps generation solution (analyzing all the negative news titles with negative news descriptions with
AI)

Fig. 7 Possible combinations for titles and description sentiments (i.e.,
18 possible combinations)

locations on to Microsoft Bing Map. Table 3 also shows the
top news media sources that were mostly responsible for
propagating news for each case. For example, Syrian Obser-
vatory for Human Rights followed by LM Neuquen (from
Argentina) and Swissinfo (from Switzerland) were the three
top sources for low-fidelity news (i.e., case 1 of Table 3).

Decomposition tree visual demonstrates the ability of the
user to find out the impact of source mediums, publications,

and locations responsible for creating the news with high-
est or lowest level of negative confidence. With the help of
decomposition analysis, Fig. 8 shows that news category of
source medium generated the highest level of negative con-
tent. Further delving down in the detail reveals thatMizzima
(Media Source) caused a higher level of negative news con-
tents. In the next level, Mandalay (location) represented
an extremely higher number of negative news during the
monitored period. These explorations can be performed inter-
actively on any number of scenarios and conditions. For
example, Fig. 8 represents Hnutove (a village in eastern
Ukraine, at 23,2 km northeast from the center of Mariupol)
to be one of the most trouble-free locations within the mon-
itored period of 92 days.

5 Discussion

This paper uses modern cloud-based architecture and APIs
for performing news acquisition, sentiment analysis, entity
detection, and geolocation along with a methodology on
determining news fidelity and hyper-parameterization of
decomposition tree analysis for solving a research problemof
real-time global threat detection for the first time. Moreover,
the innovative solution was evaluated extensively in terms of
robustness (as shown in Eq. 10) and accuracy (as shown in
Tables 2, 3, 4). Using the existing AI-based techniques and
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Fig. 8 Location of the top negative news

tailoring them with hyper-parameterization to solve research
problems with innovative solution have been demonstrated
in our research works [6, 29, 30, 39–41].

The proposed system is capable to handle a wide range
of scenarios, configured by the users through the system
interfaces. As seen from Fig. 6, the system provides three
main inputs for configuring the scenarios: namely, option
box of title sentiment, option box of description sentiment,
and the date range selector. Title sentiment had three available
selections (i.e., negative, neutral, and positive). Therefore, for
title sentiment, there are five possible filter settings as rep-
resented by (2|T itleSentiment | − 1), in which the formula for
calculating the power set of Title Sentiment Attribute minus
1 (i.e., P(T itleSentiment) − 1), where |T itleSentiment |
is the cardinality of T itleSentiment . 1 is deduced because
the power set also includes an empty set, and the selection
of an empty set is not supported by the system presented.
Similarly, description sentiment had four available selections

(i.e., mixed, negative, neutral, and positive). Lastly, any dates
could be selected between June 2, 2021, and September 1,
2021 (i.e., 92 days). Hence, the number or possible scenarios
supported by the system could be calculated using Eq. (10).

(10)

Scenarios � (2|T itleSentiment |

− 1)X (2|DescriptionSentiment | − 1)X (2|DateRange|

− 1) � (23 − 1)X (24 − 1)X (292 − 1) � 3.71X1029

Figure 9 represents one of these scenarios that is negative
titles with negative descriptions on the selected date range
of June 12, 2021, to July 12, 2021. Upon this selection, the
proposed system filtered 4443 news from 958 news sources,
representing the selected scenario and generated the trouble
threat map in Microsoft Bing Map for the chosen scenario
(as seen from Fig. 9).
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Table 2 Eighteen confusion matrix combinations from (a) to (r)
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Table 3 Threat maps of locations with sources of media for news of different fidelity

Description News 
reports 
effected

News 
source 
effected

Threat map showing troubled locations for each 
case

Top sources of reported news for each 
case

C
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e 
1 
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ow
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ity

) 

All news 
sensed with 
sentiment 
polarity (i.e., 
case 1 and 
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combined)  
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) News sensed 
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titles and 
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titles and 
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48 30
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titles and 
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1045 388
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News sensed 
with negative 
titles and 
negative 
descriptions 

12852 1908
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Fig. 9 Most trouble-free location sensed by the deployed system from media source mil.gov.ua

All the modules used within the presented system were
comprehensively evaluated in terms of true positives (TP),
true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN),
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. The detailed results
with all the evaluation metrics used are presented in Table 4.
Accuracy provides the overall accuracy of the model, and it
is represented by the fraction of the total samples that were
correctly classified the by the classifier, as seen in Eq. (11).

Accuracy � TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(11)

Precision informswhat fraction of predictions as a positive
class was positive (shown in Eq. (12)).

Precision � TP

TP + FP
(12)

Recall informs what fraction of all positive samples was
correctly predicted as positive by the classifier as shown in
Eq. (13).

Recall � TP

TP + FN
(13)

Table 4 Performance evaluations of the classification algorithms

TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F1-Score Accuracy

News fidelity—low fidelity 96 4 3 5 0.9697 0.95 0.96 0.92593

News fidelity—high fidelity 12,852 117 317 34 0.97593 0.997 0.9865 0.97365

News fidelity—moderate fidelity 9573 35 23 12 0.9976 0.999 0.9982 0.99637

Title sentiment—negative 13,993 234 23 54 0.99836 0.996 0.9973 0.99462

Title sentiment—positive 135 3 8 3 0.94406 0.978 0.9609 0.92617

Title sentiment—neutral 8297 29 43 12 0.99484 0.999 0.9967 0.99344

Description sentiment—negative 18,122 642 124 310 0.9932 0.983 0.9882 0.97739

Description sentiment—positive 95 12 10 6 0.90476 0.941 0.9223 0.86992

Description sentiment—neutral 4137 43 28 53 0.99328 0.987 0.9903 0.98099

Description sentiment—mixed 71 12 2 8 0.9726 0.899 0.9342 0.89247

Geolocation decoder 11,668 120 56 41 0.99522 0.996 0.9959 0.99184

Total 79,039 1251 637 538 0.99201 0.993 0.9926 0.98558
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Fig. 10 Negative titles with negative descriptions from June 12, 2021, to July 12, 2021 (4443 news from 958 news sources)

Fig. 11 A user remotely viewing troubled locations on a Samsung Note 10 mobile device from June 24, 2021, to July 02, 2021, where the news
titles and news descriptions are both negative

F1-score combines precision and recall into a single mea-
sure as shown in Eq. (14).

F1Score � 2XPrecisionXRecall

Precision + Recall
� 2XTP

2XTP + FP + FN
(14)

As seen from Table 4, the overall classification accuracy
of the entire system was evaluated as 0.992 for precision,
0.993 for recall, 0.993 for F1-score, and 0.985 for accuracy.
The breakdown of all the individual class accuracy is also
depicted in Table 4. Our implementation of the geolocation

decoder had the highest accuracy (0.992 accuracy, 0.996
F1-score, 0.996 recall, and 0.995 precision).

Finally, the entire systemwas deployed inmobile environ-
ment (i.e., both inAndroid and iOS platforms) for its capacity
to serve an intelligence office or strategic decision maker
who might be located at a remote location (as seen from
Fig. 10). Since the chosen platforms (including Microsoft
Power BI,Microsoft Power Automate, andMicrosoft Azure)
operate seamlessly in mobile environment, the presented
system was successfully deployed in mobile and tablet
environment on both Android and iOS ecosystem. Figure 11
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shows the proposed system deployed in Samsung Note 10
and the user looking at a threat map with the following con-
ditions: (1) Dates between June 24, 2021, and July 02, 2021;
(2) negative news titles and (3) negative news descriptions.
Being a cloud-based solution, the computational overhead
of the presented solution is shared across the Microsoft
Cloud (Microsoft Power Platform and Office 365), and
the client system (i.e., Mobile or desktop apps running in
iOS, Android, and Windows). The scalable nature of cloud
allows complex computational load to be seamlessly dis-
tributed across multiple resources as required. The complete
architecture of such system involving Microsoft Power BI,
Microsoft Power Automate (Fig. 1), and Microsoft SQL
Server is demonstrated in our recent works in [6, 44].

The presented system could interactively generate threat
maps from a wide range of 3.71X1029 scenarios on several
platforms covering desktop, cloud, and mobile environment
with an overall accuracy of 0.985. The interactive system is
publicly accessible from fully managed Microsoft environ-
ment in [43]. The complete source code for the developed
system is located in [45].

Experiment was performed with very large set of geo-
graphically dispersed (192) countries and news sources
(2397) in many languages. Moreover, the study was per-
formed for a relatively longer duration (i.e., 3 months)
compared to many studies reported in the literature (e.g.,
researchers in [46] monitored Twitter for 87 days from
December 13, 2019, to March 9, 2020). This study could
easily be applied to a substantially larger dataset of hundreds
of thousands, and scalable natural API could easily adjust
to the higher level of processing requirements for generating
millions of threatmaps across the globe.Hence, the presented
study demonstrates strong external validity.

When new news sources understand that they might be
monitored, they could change their tone of reporting the
news. Changing the tone of news would directly impact
the sentiment analysis process, effecting the presented news
monitoring and aggregation system. Therefore, “reactive
effects of the monitored source” could pose a threat to exter-
nal validity.

The web scraping methods using M Codes and Microsoft
Power Query are dependent under the assumption that the
format of the monitored web sources (i.e., the 2397 moni-
tored sources) remains the same. Hence, major changes in
website features and updates to the formats could pose threat
to internal validity during experimentation (i.e., 3 month of
monitoring period).

The core features and innovations demonstrated in this
paper in comparison with the existing literatures are high-
lighted in Table 5.
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6 Conclusion

In our earlier study [6], we utilized NER to extract locations
from global news reports and then used anomaly detection to
filter out only the most urgent news requiring attention of the
decision maker. In that study [6], we envisioned creating an
automated system for generating the threat maps represent-
ing troubled region. Hence, this paper is an extension of [6],
where we extracted location information from all the global
news to create heat map or threat map of troubled location.
Fusing location information provides contextual information
to the tweet message, and as a result, the accuracy and per-
formance of sentiment analysis process increased drastically,
as shown in [48].

In summary, this paper presents an innovative remote sens-
ing application for generating global threat map of from
robust scenario space with very high accuracy. The solution
relied on API and web scraping-based news sensor mod-
ule that automatically listens to thousands of global media
sources for troubled locations. The presented architecture
makes the proposed system execute in complete autonomous
modewithout the need formanual data integration, cleansing,
or modelling. A geospatial intelligence officer or strate-
gic decision maker can quickly create a scenario using the
deployed mobile app or desktop computer, and immediately,
the right threat maps are generated and presented to the user.
Therefore, the user of the systemcan remotely view theglobal
troubled locations from any device of choice (iOS, Android,
Windows, etc.).

The system was deployed in Microsoft Cloud environ-
ment and tested from June 2, 2021, to September 1, 2021.
During this time, the proposed system autonomously sensed
global events from 2,397 media sources (e.g., government
websites and news agencies of 192 countries as well as all
major social media sites that include Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, etc.). About 22,425 news events were automatically
analyzed with AI-based services. The system could generate
threat maps on any number of scenarios out of 3.71X1029

possible scenario spaces that included automatically classi-
fied and verified 11,668 worldwide locations. The evaluation
of classification for the entire systemwas found to be of 0.992
precision, 0.993 recall, 0.993 F1-score, and 0.985 accuracy.

According to the literature and to the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first reported study that generated global
threat maps in complete autonomousmode without the assis-
tance of a data scientist. The end-to-end automation makes
the system highly suitable for a strategic decision maker who
wants to remain updated about any trouble happening any-
where in the world.

In this study, we did not classify the news in terms of
political, sports, domestic, international, terrorism, and any
other criteria. In future, we endeavor to autonomously clas-
sify the news types, hence allowing the users to obtain threat

maps belonging to specific news criteria (e.g., threat map
related to terrorism activities).Moreover, in future, wewould
like to incorporate encryption for making the proposed sys-
tem secured against incoming cyber threats [49, 50] and try
involving newmobile-based AI technologies [51]. These AI-
based automated threat maps can be very useful for Hajj
applications affecting people privacy fromdifferent locations
gathered inMakkah [52], benefitting from IoT [53], and serv-
ing the international community [54].
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